DEAR FELLOW NATURAL PERSON
And:
To: The Honourable Minister and his Cabinet
To: The Honourable Attorney General
To: The distinguished Police Chiefs
To: The Municipal Standards Director, To the
Honourable Mayors
And; The distinguished members of the AGCO

RE: ONTARIO LEGALIZATION OF CANNABIS

We are the Lawful Cannabis Coalition, and; are natural
persons and the private residents in Ontario. Some of us
are in the business of supplying cannabis in edible,
recreation and medicinal form, while; some of us
consume and use Cannabis for a great number of
reasons including as an alternative medicine and pain
relief. Our purpose is to the Law, good will and the
maximum benefit of all. As we are making a claim, we
are aware that the onus lies on us to prove “right”.
Therefore, we attached an affidavit with this
correspondence, that at the very lease establishes a
claim of right and by giving notice of such a claim
places a duty upon you to verify or deny the factual
basis of any claim or right hereunder.
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Simplified points list
1. We are theLC2.
2. We love our country… We are our country.
3. We are dedicated to lawful purposes.
4. We are looking for your participation and
communication with this coalition.
5. Wearenotatallhappytobetablingthisconversationan
daredisappointedthatwehave to.
6. We have prepared a brief background on what
we have observed.
7. We know that there is a distinction between
legal and lawful.
8. We know that no legal statute should trump
the rights of a lawful natural person
(sometimes referred to as a “human person”)
9. We also have observed that some people are
using legal contract law to usurp our natural
rights and create monopolies.
10.
We purpose that the corrections are simple
and only require commonsense substitution.
11.
The coalition will be ran by the membership
with a team or standing committee dedicated
to keeping it responsible, respectable or in
other words “good”.
12.
Our members will have share value and
participate in its revenues
13.
Municipalities do not have the right to
punish a person before lawful conviction,
property seizure and property closures
infringe on established constitutional right,
and is punishment before conviction and is
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unlawful.
It is our object to unite the small operator and allow them
to participate in the Cannabis market alongside Canada’s
now established monopolies, and the companies from the
U.S are already positioned here in Canada to exploit
Canadian dollars from the Canadian business, while; their
Government punishes us at the border because we are in
the Cannabis market. Canadians should not be turned back
at the border while American Companies make currency
from our residents.
Our Object
•

Previously owned Retail Operators to be
grandfathered in and get licenses. Allow Micro
growers to sell to the retail
operators/coalition.

•

Allow the retail operators to purchase
directly from the LP not the OCS [we are not
suggesting that the OCS cannot participate in
the recreational market, but; their primary
goal should be for the provision of the
highest quality supply to institutions in the
care of the “aging population”].

•

Allow those with minor cannabis conviction
to open retail operations or grow operations
We will Provide bulk purchasing opportunity
for coalition members so they can be
competitive against the large suppliers
Provide a Legal Team for Coalition Members
to deal with and have long term
representation in their interest
Provide insurance for Coalition Members and
their staff
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Our first goal
To cease the unlawful raids on retail
operators that have, and; are still waiting
for reasonable terms for licensing and
coming into compliance.
1.

Publish the terms of lawful participation
[as per our articles of incorporation and our
membership agreement]
2.

Publish the lawful participants of the
membership [names of our membership so
that we may fulfill the below]
3.

Allow for searchable and traceable
products
4.

Allow for access to our research and
data as collected by the membership for
the benefit of the natural person and
integrity of the cannabis market.
5.

The purpose of this document
is to introduce you to the
residents of Ontario, that you
may not have known held this
point of view, and; to have a
clear treatise as to our
intention, short and long term
conduct in relation to the
legalization of Cannabis in
Ontario.
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For simple clarification; the members of the government and more
specifically their departments are made up of people, and; these
people that have been, and are tasked with writing the rules for
legalization of the Cannabis Market, have willfully neglected our
claims, and; in so doing we the natural persons and lawful residents
of Ontario have observed that these members have betrayed our
trust and instead legalized their ability to commit “extortion,
coercion, price fixing, manipulating and monopoly of a market”...
at no time have “the people waiting to participate in the market try to
conduct criminal acts or illicit dangerous business”, “stop using the
media” and “name associations” to make it seem ok to extort us out
of our rightful claim;
we trusted that the people charged with this task would have provide
reasonable terms of compliance and licensing, and; instead of
reasonableness, “which is a true condition of fact if there is to be any
crime”, they have instead; pretended to be protecting children, while if
observed under scrutiny the rules are not for safety, but; positioning
to abscond all the revenue of the Cannabis market place, and; funnel
it into the hands of preferred owners.
We therefore have “no confidence in this Government for allowing this,
[and none of them have stood up for the rights of the natural people]
and; we the natural person and residents of Ontario have been placed
in a Position of non-confidence”, and; demand an immediate,
independent investigation on this conspiracy as stated in the
Competition Act, and; we seek immediate injunctive relief, and; task
the police chief to protect us “the natural person” and residents, and;
that the police chiefs not be complicit, or willfully negligent as “their
purpose is to the public trust”, and not simply to take orders, but to
stand on guard for Canada.
Please read the document served on you, which; has now placed you in
a fiduciary duty.
We are forced to bring the below facts to the voters of Ontario
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To the residents of Ontario, we know you think this legalization of
Cannabis doesn’t affect you, but it does;
If they can and do get away with the “shenanigans” they are doing they
can and will do it with other things, and; this is a slippery slope to losing
all that we love and swore to protect in our beloved Country.
The key problem is a select few are using the government to capture
all the revenue from the Cannabis Market. How the government is
going about taking all the “revenue currency” form this market is
“unlawful”, “Extortion” and a criminal offense; “Coercion”, is criminal
offense; “Price fixing”, is a criminal offense; “Conspiracy to fix a
market” or monopolize a market is unlawful, and;
using the police to shut down competition is criminal; using million
dollar fines against a landlord to shut down competition is coercion,
and; is criminal, and; In order for the government to compete in the
existing Cannabis Market (which incidentally for more than 90 years
they said was ‘bad as legalizing murder’, and; now want to
completely control) they had to fix prices with the LP’s, and; that is
illegal, and further;
In order to stabilize their market afterward after fixing the prices they
use the police to remove existing competitors, and; then introduce
their selected retailers and rewarding a few citizens for falling in line
with this regiment; this takes planning, cunning and greed.
The legal system which is a law of contracts was used unknowingly to
the residents, to tailor the rules and bring about this monopoly, and
consolidate it under the power of the OCS; ran by the Ontario Lottery
and Gaming its handlers and their preferred owners, and; If they get
away with it here they will never stop. “Canada stand on guard”.
You must not allow your representatives to break the law, protect
your future, protect your children’s future, it is our duty to not allow
the government to do illegal and unlawful things or substantively
break the law for personal gain. Political corruption affects every
Body.
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Manipulating human rights affects us all.
if Slavery is prohibited in Canada and the Commonwealth; correct the
provisions of the cannabis act or else it’s a dangerous and slippery
slope.
“We should at no time be made to fear our representative
Government, or feel that we are enslaved, and if we are made to feel
that way now, what do I have to look forward to? What do my
children have to look forward to?
We want a judge or the attorney general to tell us that there isn’t a
difference between legal systems and Common Law. We want
them to tell us that there isn’t a difference between a “person” in
law and a “natural person” or “human person”
We have been waiting for licenses. We are not illicit or Criminal, we
have a right to grow, sell and participate in the Cannabis market.
The government was wrong about Cannabis and they are wrong about
how they are legalizing it… monopolies are not acceptable Ford, Mr.
Trudeau, give us licenses.
Our police should not be used to extort us, and landlords for
wanting to participate in legal Cannabis sale. We have a lawful
claim. We demand licenses.
We are not criminals or gangsters; we are lawful natural person.
We do not consent to a monopoly of the cannabis market. Don’t
gamble with our future.
Toronto police commissioners we want to respect your distinguished
office but please, stop using the media to make it seem ok to extort
us out of our claim. We have been waiting for licenses and asking for
licenses, and; we demand lawful participation in this cannabis
market.
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Our Elected representatives should not be making war on us what
they should be doing is find ways for us to participate. Do you think
we elected you to raid us and seize our property... we have a lawful
right to grow sell and participate in the Cannabis market. There should
be no such thing as Cannabis raids
You call us illicit, you threaten us, raid us and terrorize us; we have
been waiting for 4 years for a license You close our stores and then
tell us our lives depend on a Lottario, a Draw, a game of chance, a roll
of the dice this is unacceptable On Election Day we will put your
name with 50 000 other names in a hat and pick our next premier and
police chief Acceptable?
Unacceptable

Do not gamble with our future Mr. Premier Our lives are not games of
chance, roll of the dice or a lottery we believed you are
competent...you were elected because you said you are for the people
... Canada has been wrong about Cannabis...honest hardworking
people have been waiting for licenses and are being injured... we are
only illegal because you won’t give us licenses. Why don’t you want us
to participate in the Cannabis Market? It is our Right.
Mr. premier You have spent countless dollars on police task force
Municipal Surveillance Social media advertising; your government
has done everything to exclude us and nothing substantial to
include us… grand fathered our licenses now.
we must not allow the government to do illegal things or
substantively break the law…Political corruption affects every Body
Manipulating human rights affects us all.
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The members of the coalition will act according to the following
basic standards
1. All members will be acting under a claim of right
2. All of their corporate property acting as corporations
will be claiming the rights of a natural person.
3. All leases are secured before hand
4. All locations will have surveillance cameras
5. All locations will have security guards
6. All locations will use POS Systems
7. All participants will be required to register to the member
stores
8. All member stores will be required to register and
abide by the articles and membership agreements
9. Participating members have contributed to standing fund
for the purpose of insurance.
10. We allow the smelling and looking at the products
without restriction; if handling participants will be
required to put on gloves
11. We will carry on all reasonable normal business
practices including advertising, display and
informational data on all product offerings
12. Excess product will be locked in secure location for
robbery prevention
13. We will be using controlled access door system
14. No sale to anyone under 19 years of age
15. Not keeping any record of Government identification.
16. Member retailers will carry and offer “ingestible”,
sometimes referred to as; “edibles”, based on production
from commercial kitchens, best use labelling, nutritional
facts, min and maximum dosage and warning labels.
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17. All member retailers will add the 13% HST to all sales
and remunerated as regular business practice.
18. We will not add Excise Tax
19. Our bud tenders will not be required to be certified
[CannSell]
20. We will purchase our product from our members
based on our membership agreement and standards for
distributions.
21. We track all our distribution
22. All members must follow the Articles, membership
agreement and responsible retailing rules, as well as
good faith conduct within their operations, and; if this is
not kept any such member can and will be delisted and
removed from the membership.

Lawful Cannabis Coalition

c

(647)-395-1618
lawfulcannabiscoalition.com
higherroad@lawfulcannabiscoalition.com
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